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Schaum's Easy Outlines: Intermediate AlgebraMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	What could be better than the bestselling Schaum's Outline series? For students looking for a quick nuts-and-bolts overview, it would have to be Schaum's Easy Outline series. Every book in this series is a pared-down, simplified, and tightly focused version of its predecessor. With an emphasis on clarity and brevity, each new title...


		

Maya Character Creation: Modeling and Animation Controls, First EditionNew Riders Publishing, 2003
A unique, in-depth approach to creating realistic characters in  Maya. Maya Character Creation: Modeling and Animation  Controls' author, Chris Maraffi, has expertise in the field and in the  classroom that translates to the knowledge and solid teaching skills needed to  make this book a...


		

Maya 4.5 SavvySybex, 2003
Maya is famed for its intuitive interface, and yet this high-end 3D application is so powerful that no one masters it without help. Maya 4.5 Savvy  is an update to the successful Mastering Maya 3 and provides precisely the help you need to take your skills to the next level, regardless of your field and how much or little you...






		

Linux on HP Integrity ServersPrentice Hall, 2003
Companies are increasingly turning to Linux on HP Integrity systems for high-performance computing, large enterprise and database applications, and 64-bit application development. However, Linux administration in the HP Integrity's Itanium® 2-based environment is significantly different than on conventional IA-32 platforms. Now, there's a...

		

Global Brand Strategy: Unlocking Brand Potential Across Countries, Cultures & MarketsKogan Page, 2003
In Global Brand Strategy, Sicco van Gelder tackles this central issue head on. He shows how both global and local brand management need to agree on a common basis for their brand strategy and planning. Drawing on his extensive experience, he has created a unique framework—the Global Brand Proposition Model—which enables them...


		

Design Criteria for Low Distortion in Feedback Opamp CircuitsSpringer, 2003
    Broadband opamps for multi-channel communication systems have strong demands on linearity performance. When these opamps are integrated in deep sub-micron CMOS technologies, the signal-swing has to occupy a large part of the rather low supply voltage to maintain the signal-to-noise-ratio. To obtain opamps with low distortion it...





		

The PHP Anthology, Volume II: ApplicationsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
A compilation of best practice solutions to common Web Development problems in PHP, focusing on the achievement of practical goals by applying well-structured, object orientated software design principles.
 Volume 2 covers the applications of PHP in the real world including authentication & access control, XML, stats & tracking, caching...


		

Managing IT in Government, Business & CommunitiesIRM Press, 2003
This guide presents the most current research and findings about the challenges governments around the world are now placing on small business IT entrepreneurs and how they are providing increased resources to support this emphasis. Described are how organizations and society rely heavily on virtual technologies for communication and how...

		

Best Websites for Financial Professionals, Business Appraisers, and Accountants, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This book is aimed primarily at the accountant or financial analyst who is engaged in consulting work—such as business appraisal, financial planning, and management consulting. The consulting area is the most rapidly growing area of accounting practice, and financial professionals in this area can benefit significantly from the increase in...





		

Enterprise Java Development on a Budget: Leveraging Java Open Source TechnologiesApress, 2003

	TODAY THE JAVA 2 PLATFORM, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) is the most complete and effective platform for enterprise development. J2EE unifies and embodies the knowledge gained from building up-to-date, multitier applications, and provides this knowledge as a standardized set of modular components and services. We believe that J2EE simplifies many...


		

The Principles of Semiconductor Laser Diodes and Amplifiers: Analysis and Transmission Line Laser ModelingImperial College Press, 2003

	Optical communications technology is growing increasingly in importance, with a rapid pace of development. Innovative optical devices have emerged from the integration of semiconductor laser diodes, amplifiers and filters with optical waveguide technology. This well-researched volume traces the evolution of semiconductor laser amplifiers...


		

Brands That Rock: What Business Leaders Can Learn from the World of Rock and RollJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"Reading Brands That Rock is like attending business school, where classes on customer loyalty, consumer behavior, and branding are taught by Mick Jagger, Elton John, Steven Tyler, and Madonna."

      –Tommy Hilfiger, Designer      

Cadillac and The Rolling Stones. Victoria’s Secret and Madonna. Wal-Mart and...
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